EMPRESA DE ASEO MUNICIPAL DOMINICANA

**Project Name:**
Empresa Waste Trucks

**Location:**
Santo Domingo, Dominican Republic

**AMECO Project Quick Facts**

**Project Date:**
Contracted for seven years (2014 to 2021)

**Scope of Services:**
Full service leasing of 55 vehicles, including waste trucks and small dump trucks, operation of support facility located near EAMD’s operational headquarters.

Empresa de Aseo Municipal Dominicana is a privately owned company on the island of Dominican Republic. The company currently owns approximately 70 waste trucks and collects between 250 and 300 tons of trash in multiple sectors of the capital city on a daily basis.

The company has been in the waste industry for more than 10 years and has established themselves as one of the key business leaders in the Dominican Republic. They have multiple branches that support their operation and are looking to expand business and take advantage of their leadership position. Due to their reputation and business ethics, they are constantly approached with partnership opportunities and are looking to leverage their existing capital by expanding their portfolio.

EAMD recently renewed the contract with the municipal government of Santo Domingo for 10 years. They have multiple operation sites across the capital and sought out AMECO in early 2014 to assist in consolidating their operations into one site, allowing them to reduce operational costs and improve efficiency.

AMECO is managing a site close to the hub of EAMD operations, based in Santo Domingo. The new AMECO site includes repair, maintenance, and wash bays, as well as staffed mechanics for the maintenance of the fleet of vehicles. This also includes tire replacement, tire breakdown service, and emergency repair.

EAMD just won an additional contract in the northern part of Santo Domingo and have asked AMECO to bid adding additional vehicles and a mechanic to the existing contract.

**Project by the Numbers:**

- Support facility: 3,300 square feet
- Mechanics supporting the operation: 6
- Bays: 12
- Wash stations: 3
- Service trucks: 2